
ACCOUNTING 3200 MIDTERM EXAM

Accounting Midterm Exam, Term 3 - Chapters 1 - 5 and 17 1,7, Questions # 1, 6 and 9 are SIX points each. Questions
#2 and 7 are FIVE.

The report helps managers understand the importance of quality costs, spot problem areas, and access the way
in which the quality costs are distributed. Most experts agree that management effort should be focused on
preventing defects. Operating Leverage a lever is a tool for multiplying force. Direct labor hour direct labor
cost machine hour units of product. Internal failure costs are incurred as a consequence of detecting defective
products before they are shipped to customer. The president is never sure if the company has a satisfactory
margin of safety or if it is just above the breakeven point. The variable costs line possibly goes up with the
extra hour workers being added to the work force. Cost classifications for assigning costs to cost objects.
Because of the fixed costs in manufacturing overhead, total manufacturing overhead costs tend to remain
relatively constant from one period to the next even though the number of units produced can fluctuate widely.
A cost driver is a factor, such as a machine hours beds occupied, computer time, or flight hours that causes
overhead costs. Materials requisition form is a document that specifies the type and quantity of materials to be
drawn from the storeroom and identifies the job that will be charged for the cost of the materials. What is
wrong with the accountant's computations? Require both external financial reports and for tax reports.
Document Summary Report and analyze financial measures but also nonfinancial measures of process
performance and corporate social performance. A normal cost system, applies overhead to jobs by multiplying
a predetermined overhead rate by the actual amount of the allocation base incurred by the jobs. Time ticket is
an hour-by-hour summary of the employees activities throughout the day. Learn more about our subscriptions.
Manufacturing overhead is an indirect cost. Costs are linear and can be accurately divided into variable and
fixed elements. In multiproduct companies, the mix of products sold remains constant. Managerial accounting
is more for internal users. Segment: is a part or activity of an organization about which managers would like
cost, revenue, or profit data. You may cancel anytime under Payment Settings. Related Interests. Appraisal
costs are incurred to ensure that defective products, once made, are not shipped to customers. Internal users
like CEO, CFO, Managers want accounting information for special purpose, the accounting information can
be very detail, It is for future decisions. Direct: can easily and conveniently be traced to a specific cost object.
Gathering, evaluating, and responding to feedback to make sure you reach expectations. A job cost sheet
records the materials labor and manufacturing overhead costs charged to that job. More from OC The variable
element is constant per unit. This report shows the types of quality costs being incurred and their significance
and trends. A production order is issued. Maximizing the contribution margin will also maximize the
companys profit.


